
Introduction

Homology in Developmental
Psychology

This special issue is the result of an NSF-funded work-

shop held in the summer of 2011 at Dalhousie Univer-

sity in Halifax, Nova Scotia. The goal of the workshop

was to explore whether the biological concept of ho-

mology, so powerful in the understanding of evolution,

could help with our understanding of developmental

psychology. The basic rationale is simple. Like evolu-

tion, development entails change associated with time

allied with continuity across time. The application of

the homology concept in biology allows for the identi-

fication of continuity across species that is due to evo-

lution from a common ancestor. And in tracing

phylogenetic change over time, the homology concept

allows the identification of sameness and therefore of

relatedness over time. The goal of developmental psy-

chology is to understand how psychological and behav-

ioral characteristics at any point in the lifespan emerge

from characteristics present earlier in development. A

comprehensive developmental psychology also requires

identifying both sameness and difference in character-

istics over time. Thus, evolutionary change and devel-

opmental change can be understood as being analogous

in some respects. But this superficially simple analogy

between phylogeny and ontogeny hides a range of com-

plications, several of which are considered in this col-

lection of papers.

In exploring the potential value of importing the ho-

mology concept from evolutionary biology into devel-

opmental psychology, participants in the workshop

effectively had to address two questions. The first was

whether application of the homology concept to ontog-

eny might yield valuable insights, like the insights that

emerged by applying this concept to phylogeny. Be-

cause biologists have already had some success apply-

ing the homology concept to development (Bertossa,

2011; Wagner, 2007), we had reason to anticipate an

affirmative answer to this question. In contrast, the sec-

ond question was whether the homology concept can

be applied successfully to psychological characteristics.

Because behavioral, affective, and cognitive processes

are less obviously amenable to homological analysis

than are anatomical features (Atz, 1970), an affirmative

answer to this question was not assured.

To examine whether there is potential for the

extension of the concept of homology to developmental

psychology, the workshop brought together an interdis-

ciplinary group of scholars. Biologists, comparative

psychologists, developmental psychologists, neuro-

scientists, and philosophers of biology and psychology,

convened for 2 days of talks and discussion. The con-

tributors all circulated drafts of their papers ahead of

the meeting and then presented their ideas to the group.

The outcome of their ideas, refined through discussion

and debate, is the series of papers in this special issue.

The papers begin with an exposition of the concept

of homology as it has been used in biology, both histor-

ically and in the present day. In his paper, Brian Hall

traces the origins of the homology concept and shows

how it has progressed within biology. David Moore

picks up from there and considers the potential utility

of the concept for developmental psychologists. In par-

ticular, he argues that homology thinking may assist

with resolving whether developmentally early-emerging

and developmentally late-emerging characteristics

should be considered versions of the same trait. Togeth-

er, these papers provide a more detailed rationale for

the belief that the homology concept might prove use-

ful to developmental psychologists.
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The papers by Paul Griffiths, Frances Champagne,

and Michael Anderson & Marcie Penner-Wilger pro-

vide valuable interdisciplinary perspectives in that they

address levels of analysis that are not strictly psycho-

logical. Approaching the issue of homology in develop-

mental science from a philosophical point of view,

Griffiths considers problems that could arise when

modes of explanation favored by evolutionary biolo-

gists are recruited to explain development. Although

Griffiths is optimistic that the homology concept might

be usefully imported into developmental psychology,

his paper provides an important warning about the po-

tential dangers of conflating evolutionary and develop-

mental explanations. In Champagne’s paper, we find a

discussion of how epigenetic mechanisms influence

gene expression; these mechanisms, she argues, allow

for a process homology underlying environmental

effects on development (i.e., phenotypic plasticity)

across species. Anderson and Penner-Wilger consider

the idea of developmental homology at a higher level

of analysis, beginning with a presentation of compel-

ling data that indicate that neural circuits serve multiple

behavioral purposes. These authors then argue that

thinking about the reuse of neural circuits in terms of

developmental homology might be a promising strategy

that could help explain diverse phenomena, including

why certain cognitive domains have some of the specif-

ic features they do, why some of these kinds of features

re-appear in multiple task contexts, and why critical

periods (and other order effects in learning) might man-

ifest as they do.

The remaining papers focus on particular psycho-

logical and behavioral phenomena and analyze them

through the lens of homology. Thomas Suddendorf and

his colleagues address the somewhat controversial phe-

nomenon of neonatal imitation and its relation to later

forms of imitation. They suggest that an explicit treat-

ment in terms of homology clarifies what is at stake

and they point to methodological approaches required

to assess whether indeed it is appropriate to consider

neonatal imitation as a behavioral homolog of later im-

itation. Chris Moore suggests that the identification of

behavioral structure can help us recognize continuity

in psychological function that might not be obvious

from surface forms. He uses this approach to argue

that triadic social interactive structures in infancy are

developmentally homologous with later emerging

structures in language. Jason Clark analyzes human

emotions in the context of developmental homology.

He argues that there are important connections among

the emotions that emerge at different stages of devel-

opment, including persistence across development, and

that later emerging emotions may be understood as

serial homologs of earlier emerging ones. Robert

Lickliter and Lorraine Bahrick consider an aspect of

perceptual processing and selective attention. They re-

view some of their empirical work with infants and

children that shows how redundancy in information

presented intermodally privileges attention to, and

processing of, amodal properties. They show how such

processing holds across development and consider

whether it may be fruitfully construed as an example

of developmental homology. And George Michel

reviews his work on handedness against the back-

ground of homology, arguing that whereas handedness

shows evidence of emerging through a dynamic system

and of being developmentally continuous, it is proba-

bly a mistake to interpret this continuity as a sign of

homology.

Finally, Mark Blumberg’s article uses empirical

data on the early development of sleep to examine if

there might be value in considering complex behaviors

present at two different points in development to be

developmentally homologous. He concludes that con-

ceptualizing development in this way is unlikely to

foster new insights, even as he remains sanguine about

the possibility of developmentalists continuing to

exploit more traditional understandings of homology

(i.e., cross-species similarities resulting from common

descent). Blumberg’s cogent critique notwithstanding,

we continue to believe there is something potentially

important about the fact that behaviors at two points in

time might serve the same function in different ways

and therefore not be homologous (e.g., feeding and

suckling, as discussed by Hall & Williams, 1983), but

that other behaviors at two points in time might

serve the same function in the same ways, for reasons

having to do with the fact that one of them is a devel-

opmental precursor of the other; the latter behaviors

might well be thought of as homologous. Of course,

Blumberg’s analysis strikes an important cautionary

note: conceptual tools developed in one discipline can

be used in different disciplines in a way that confuses

more than it clarifies, so additional deliberation regard-

ing the wisdom of thinking in terms of developmental

homology is warranted. But taken together, we believe

this collection of papers represents an intriguing

and promising initial consideration of some of the po-

tential benefits and pitfalls of approaching the questions

of developmental psychology using the homology

concept.
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